Idaho Transportation Department
Division of Aeronautics
Providing an affordable option for state government business travel

Get a free travel quote today
Call (208) 334-8775 for a travel quote.
Have the following information ready:
• Date(s) of travel
• Destination
• Required time of arrival
• Estimated number of passengers
• Estimated length of stay at destination
If the King Air is unavailable, two single-engine Cessnas may be available and can
accommodate 3-5 passengers. Or, if an ITD plane is not available, our staff can
arrange charter flights with commercial operators on your behalf.
Not flying with a group?
Contact us about open seats on flights reserved by other state agencies, or how
your schedule may coordinate with the aircraft’s schedule. Ask for details.

freedom and flexibility

Idaho Transportation Department
Division of Aeronautics
3483 Rickenbacker St. • Boise, Idaho 83705
ph. (208) 334-8776
itd.idaho.gov

At the Idaho Transportation Department Division of Aeronautics, we provide an
affordable option for group business travel.
Increase personal productivity
The King Air provides a first-class flying experience
on a budget. The aircraft is perfect for travel in and
out of state – its speed makes for efficient travel
time, and its size allows you to fly into cities or
remote airports where larger planes cannot land.
The comfortable pressurized cabin accommodates
up to 10 passengers, with seating arrangements that
can be adjusted for in-flight meetings or individual
workstations.
King Air features
• Seating for up to 10 passengers
• Conduct business in flight
• Comfortable, pressurized cabin
• Space for 400 lbs. of cargo
Maximum flexibility at a minimum cost
Meeting scheduled on short notice? Need to get a
group across the state for a one-day conference?
Reserve with us. Flights are scheduled based on
your schedule and the plane can be flexible when
meetings run long. State planes are available 24
hours a day, including holidays and weekends.

King Air advantages
• Maximum scheduling flexibility
• A smart buy for group travel – significant time and
cost savings over car travel (saves on hotel, meal
and mileage expenses)
• Save time – bypass check-in lines and airport
checkpoints
• Access to more than 40 airports around Idaho
• Ability to work in flight
• Free, secured parking
Time equals money
Save precious time and money when you fly the King
Air. There’s no need to arrive two hours in advance of
a flight or wait in long lines – instead, arrive shortly
before boarding and you’ll soon be on your way.
Overnight hotel stays and extra meal expenditures
can be eliminated, and free, secured parking is available at the ITD hangar in Boise.
Compared to travel by car, the King Air offers
significant cost savings for groups of three or more.

Our state-owned aircraft are available for state
employee travel at a significant time and cost
savings over car trips to the same destination.

